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A. FADEEV'S “YOUNG GUARD”:  
THE LOGIC OF THE SELF-SACRIFICE AND THE REAL FACTS  
 
Abstract. This article analyzes the novel Fadeev “Young Guard” in terms of the logic of self-sacrifice. The author examines 
several editions of the novel, relating them to the real facts. On the example of the novel's characters shown in the product that re-
flects the realities designated in 1943–1945’s culture associated with the Z. Vyrikova and O. Lyadskaya names. 
Keywords: Fadeev, system of characters, pathos, soviet gentility. 
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
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 »). '  -
   – , $,  -
  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 . 
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 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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 +   
 («$ 
 
    , 	, 
    ,  , 
, 
 …» – 115; «%	  
, 	, 	      ,  
 	  …» – 226),   


 « », -
+    	 

   
    
 («!, ! : 
     ,    -
	   …» – 44). $ 0  -
	 
 «»  
      0   : «-
 
    »  ,, «-

 +   » . &, 
«
 
» , $, « 
 
»  	
 ", « 
   »    #;  -
  , /
  5  .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  +	  ,   

  . 6,  , $-
 !    -
4  	 «  ,    
 »: «,  ,    
  , +, » 
(206). «!
 
 	 0  
...» 
(223) –  , $. «#	 0 " 
    –      

! '   , +    
#,    
!» (273) –  
 #. )  
  
«»- : «-    -
	. #
 	   ,  ,   
 ,    ,  , 	-
 	 	  – 
 , –  
 » (354). 6  # 4 .-
: «    	  , ,  
  :  
,    ,  -
,        
 ,   ... /  
 		! –  , 	 -
 .,       . – 8 
,   4	 , 
    
      
	» (356).  
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   ,    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
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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   ,  	 
 ,   /  ) -  -
   » (188). '  -
 –  (, + 	 -
	
  ,     -

,  	,     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    0 «   -
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    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   ? $ 	 
-
 ?» (506) 6 , «» 
     #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"  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.  
/  , (    	 «-
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 
. 6, 
  	,     	-

 "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-
  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   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 01 
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» (5), -
     – ,    -
 – «
     	 -
 " %, !3+"  !" -
» (42). % 0  	,    -

,  +  
-

  –    ,     
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 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  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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, 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-
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 , 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
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
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